Manuscripts found since the last was printed off.

Bound Volumes.

Plan. Small quarto. One ms. of Greek Grammar by Constantine Lascaris of Constantinople. 15th century.

Plan. Syriac ms. very incomplete. Portions of the Pentateuch, transcripts from the "Order Axialis Antiochenus."


Plan. Volume, half bound, containing modern transcripts of letters by Archbishop Sharp, from 1660 to 1648.

Plan. Two Volumes, unbound, containing lectures in Latin on Roman Antiquities, written in a modern hand. n.d.

Plan. Ms. entitled "A Table of the Priests, Revolutions."
Magnitudes, as of the Planets, as formerly computed by Astronomers, for their mean true distances from the sun, as determined from observations of the Transit of Venus in 1761, with remarks from Skene’s and Dr. Peter Savery System, &c.

X/87. Rather bound Volume with Title Containing (1) An Account of the Kingdom of France, shown up for the Duke of York to his Ambassador at the French Court, probably by Sir Thomas Edmonds, &c. &c. (2) A discourse of Physick in Church Government, written for the King by his Grace’s Doctor, nearly contemporary copies.

X/88. Medical Note book, modern hand.


X/90. Paper covered pamphlet, containing notes on classical subjects—Thales, Simonides, Aristophanes, &c., with notes and marginal notes, possibly 1772 and 1773.

X/91. Note book— with a few miscellaneous entries.
the first being an account of the birth of
Princess Charlotte Edward.

1. Vol. Journals - Various dates from 1770 to 1799 by
Captain William Cochrane of 1st Regiment of
Foot. He died in March 1797.

2. Vol. Volume containing copies of Physician's first and
historical accounts, 1770 to 1797 by Dr. Gregory.